Heterogeneity of deformation of aortic wall at the microscopic level: contribution of heterogeneous distribution of collagen fibers in the wall.
There is growing evidence of heterogeneous distribution of collagen fibers in the aortic wall. To investigate the effects of collagen microstructure on local aortic wall deformation, porcine thoracic aortas were sliced into 100 μm-thick sections perpendicular to their radial direction and stretched biaxially with a laboratory-made tensile tester under a microscope equipped with a birefringence imaging system. Strain tensor components were calculated from fluorescent images of the cell nuclei for each 50 × 50 μm² area. Retardance Ret and slow axis azimuth θ were measured as indices of collagen density and fiber direction, respectively. Aortic wall deformation was highly heterogeneous: standard deviations of strains were significantly larger, by 3-5 times, in aortic slices than in homogeneous silicone sheets. A significant negative correlation was found between maximum principal strain and Ret (R=-0.077), and a positive correlation between minimum principal strain direction and θ (R=0.345). These indicate that the aorta is less distensible in areas with higher collagen density and in the direction of collagen fiber alignment. Microscopic heterogeneity may induce heterogeneous responses of smooth muscle cells and have crucial effects on mechanical homeostasis in the aortic wall.